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Abstract: The stability condition of the cranked HFB field

is examined explicitly by solving the eigen value equation for

the second order variation of the energy, which is reduced to

an algebraic equation through a coupled dispersion formula. We

confirm that the HFB field is unstable in the backbending

region of irregular rotational band, even though the frequency

of the softest RPA mode stays in positive value. We investigate

properties of the softest mode in detail.



1. Introduction

The extensive studies of the yrast states with semi-class-

ical treatment of the cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (CHFB)

theory are rewarded by success in the last decade . For

practical purposes the states in the regular rotational band

are considered to be safely described by a single BCS wave

function in the uniformly rotating frame about a fixed axis.

After the mechanism of the backbending phenomena of the yrast

states is made clear, it is commonly accepted that the descrip-

tion of such irregular band states by the CHFB is no longer

reliable . One reason why this method fails in the region

is that the quantum mechanical feature, like a tunneling effect

or a quantal fluctuation is important in the band crossing region.

Description of this feature is beyond the CHFB. The other is patho-

logical properties inherent in the varia.tional method with a

linear constraint like the CHFB. In this paper we study the

instability of the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) field in

context of the irregularity of the rotational band. Since the

band crossing implies a rearrangement of the vacuum state

structure, the backbending phenomena has a close connection

with the instability of the HFB field.

The relationship between the random phase approximation

(RPA) and the instability of a Hartree-Fock solution has been

well established . According to the theorem, if a Hartree-

Fock solution is stable, the frequency of the RPA solution is

real. On the other hand, it is widely believed that the

frequency of the softest RPA mode becomes zero just before

and becomes pure imaginary after the instability occurs. But
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the reverse of the theorem is not necessarily true. Therefore

it is required to examine the stability condition explicitly

rather than to solve the RPA equation.

The subject of the instability was discussed by Sano,

4)

Takemasa and Wakai many years ago . They used however the per-

turbation expansion in a certain step of solving the HFB equation.

It is very crucial to use the exact solution in order to investi-

gate such a sensitive object. Indeed the instability is concerned

with the non-perturbative circumstance. The HFB equation yields

an energy stationary solution,which is not guaranteed to be stable.

In the constrained variational problem the tangent of the energy

curve vs. the variable constrained is equal to the Lagrange multi-

plier. Inside the interval between two points having a common

tangencial line (bitangent) there is always found a region in which

the solution is unstable. In the standard method the solution in

the domain is hardly obtained by using fixed Lagrange multi-

pliers . TherefdS we employ the steepest descent method instead

of the iterative diagonalizationwith a fixed Lagrange multiplier

and provide all the solutions even in an irregular region of a

band. The alternative method is proposed by Goodman who varies

the Lagrange multiplier to keep the variable constant during the

iteration procedure

In recent years the random phase approximation based on the

self-consistent cranking model (SCC+RPA) has been studied to des-

cribe the excited bands . We are interested especially in the

softest mode in relation to the instability of the HFB field. In

section 2 we work out on the stability condition of the SCC field
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by utilizing the pairing plus Q.Q force. Thanks to the separable

form of the interaction, the large size of eioen value equation for

the stability condition can be reduced to coupled dispersion

equations. If the solution of the HFB equation breaks some symme-

tries there are zero energy spurious solutions. It is important

to remove the spurious solutions from the eigen vectors especially

in the region where the energy surface is weakly concave up for a

direction. So we show how to eliminate the effect from the disper-

sion equation. This procedure is more important in studying the

instability than in the RPA. Actually in our case the lowest

physical eigen value crosses zero.

In section.3 we discuss the properties of the softest RPA

mode by solving the linearized equation of motion.

We present numerical results in section 4. In the present

work we restrict our attention to the first backbending region since

it contains enough knowledge to undrestand the important feature

of the instability. We discuss the properties of the softest

mode on the unstable HFB solutions in the backbending region. The

discussions and conclusions of this work are in tht last section.

2. Condition for stability of the HFB field

2.1 SCC and the Hamiltonian

There are several methods to solve the constrained HFB equa-

tion. A widely used method is the iterative diagonalization. In

the method one starts with solving ail eigen value equation for the

quasi-particle with initial potential and pairing field and calcu-

lates the density and the paring tensor, which are used to determine
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the fields in the next step. During the iteration the Lagrange mul-

tiplier is fixed and after the convergence the variable constrained

is calculated as a function of the Lagrange multiplier . After

all the processes one inverts the Lagrange multiplier as a function

of the variable. However this method does not properly work in the

backbending region

The Lagrange multiplier is equal to the slope of the energy

curve vs. the variable. If the energy curve has two points with

a common tangential line, the solution in the interval between the

two points cannot be obtained by a fixed Lagrange multiplier.

For that case we fix the variable constrained and change the Lagrange

multiplier during the iteration procedure. Therefore the procedure

of convergence is involved in double iteration loops. We employ

the hybrid of the steepest descent method and the constrained HFB.

We move as close as possible to the hypersurface in the space and

descend the steepest slope of the energy surface by staying on the

hypersurface.

We start with introducing a Hamiltonian of the system,

H = TQ + V , (2.1)

where one-body operator Tg is the kinetic energy and the

spherical part of mean field and choose the pairing plus Q.Q force

as a two-body interaction,

2 T T ' T T U TtJ ' "u T
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We take the symmetrized representation with respect to the signa-

ture (symmetry for the finite rotation exptinj )) for the quadru-

pole operators ,

(2 .3)

Q T 0 " qT0

w i t h

The pair operator for pairing interaction is given by,

Pf = I CfC+ , (2.5)
T a a

where \a> is the time reversed state of |a>. The spherical harmo-

nic oscillator is used for the single particle bases. For conveni-

ence we express the two-body interaction V in the following form,

V = \ I x iRgR i i <2-6'

where

R+ = Q + and x , = d , S . , (2.7)

and

and x T p T . p = | g T d T T , , ( 2 . 8 ,
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and a runs over a set of quantum numbers (TP, Tp).

We use the BCS wave function as a trial function in the

rotating frame. In step of iteration of convergence point

in the functional space moves from l$> to | q>' > by a unitary trans-

formation,

!•'> = exp [C]|*> , (2.9)

where C is an anti-hermite operator defined by,

and a? and a. denote creation and annihilation operators for |<t>,

respectively. Following to the prescription of the steepest

descent method, we put,

C = | [N, <-iHsp + I avSvH»" (2.11)

where H s p stands for a tentative single particle Hamiltonian,

3
HSP = To " jAsv

(2.12)

and Sy represent operators for the constrained variables,

and
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The operator N describes the quasi-particle number,

N = I at3i . (2.14)

In the contraction of the two-body force to H ™ in eq. (2.12) we

neglect the exchange term which diminishes the advantage of the

separable force. The symbol < > represents the expectation value

with respect to the quasi-particle vacuume and : : the normal-or-

dered product for the quasi-particle operators at and a.. It is

obvious that the operator C defined in eq. (2.11) is anti-hermite,

since the operators N, H g p and Sy are hermite. We choose an appropri-

atelly small and positive value for the constant n. The coeffi-

cient d are dett-mined so that the expectation value of the

constrained variables takes on a desired value Sy,

<*|Sj(t»

We solve the linear equation and obtain

(2.15)

where

np + £ I (s - <$|s \$>) t (2.16)

(2-17)

and
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The symmetry property of I is proven from the Jacobi's identity

and from the fact that Nlo> = 0. The Lagrange multipliers A are

corrected by p in each step. Therefore this means that the

Lagrange multipliers are varied during iteration. The second term

in eq. (2.16) makes the point closer to the hypersurface of the

constraint. When the coefficient iC..! becomes sufficiently small

the iteration is ended. At that time the following two constraints

are satisfied; the constrained variables have correct values and the

dangerous terms of the single particle Hamiltonian vanish. Therefore

the sum of the single particle Hamiltonian H and yrast state
SP

energy U = <H> turn out to be the self-consistent Hamiltonian, KgCC,

Sscc = u + "SP
 = U + [ V i a i ' (2-19)

where E^ represent quasi-particle energies which are obtained

by diagonalizing the single quasi-particle Hamiltonian. Thus

we obtain the Hamiltonian for the SCC+RPA scheme as follows,

^ (2.20)

with

oo' c a

and A, and A, are chemical potentials for proton and neutron,

respectively. The Lagrange multiplier A^ is angular velocity IU.

Therefore the Hamiltonian depends on the angular momentum I through

discussions.
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2.2 Reduction of the eigen value equation for stability

Stability of the HFB field is confirmed by knowing whether

the energy surface in the manifold constituted of BCS wave functions

is concave up for any directions. All the BCS wave functions

can be written in the form,

|i|» = exp(ieF) U > H F B , (2.20)

where an hermite operator F is defined as follows,

* - 7 ^"ij-i-i + W l j a j a i ' ' <2-21'

with anti-symmetric coefficients V^. and W ^ . The HFB ground

state |'(l>(jpg is a physical vacuum state for the quasi-particle

creation a. and annihilation operators a^. In the vicinity of

the |*> H F B state the expectation value of energy Hj. for the

wave function |i))> can be expanded in power series of E,

U + ie«|>| [Hj.,F] |*> H F B

, „ - - (2.22)
+ *•'[FtHF]]I*> + •••

Since U> u__ is a stationary solution for the Hamiltonian HT the

second term of the r.h.s. vanishes. The third term gives the

second variation of the energy, which is described by a bilinear

function in terms of W^. and VT.. We estimate the term in the

following approximation for the commutator,

• • | [ F , I H I . P I I | * > H P B a < + U F . [ H S C C , F I I U > H F B ( 2 2 3 )

+ I , X O ( I . { < I H ; . F ] > < [ F , S , ] > H P B + < [ S O . , P ] > < [ F . R J ] > H F B ) .
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In this procedure we omit the exchange term in the commutation

relation as well as in the SCC equation. This is necessary to make

the discussion of RPA mode, in the subsequent section, consistent

with the stability condition of HFB field. The expectation value

of the commutators for the vacuum state constitute a vector w.

W =

w_

IRo

w -

(2.24)

Carrying out the calculations for the equation (2.23) one obtair.es,

21 I
1] M

<wii'wii>

B ijkl

A. j W,
(2.25)

with the matrix elements,

JO'

(2.26)

The prd ncipal axes of curvature of the energy surrace are determined

through the following eigen value equation.

Bijki|fWia

AijkJlJ LMk*J
(2.27)

The stability of the HFB field is confirmed by all the eigen values

being positive. If one of them is negative then the curvature along

the axes is convex up and the system is unstable towards the

direction. The eigen value equation (2.27) is involved in the large
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matrix. Regarding the equation as a linear equation for W.. and

W.. , we solve it as,

Erir (2.2a,

By substituting V±. in the definition of W ( ± ) in eq. (2.24), we

derive linear homogeneous equations,

D(X)W = 0 ,

where the matrix D(X) is given by the following form,

D(X)

1 (X) D(T'~'(X) X 0

.0 X*

I 0

0 I

with xaoi = Xot* and each element D^j'^fX) is ,

r(±)+r<±)

E-X

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

The symbol { } denotes a sort of trace in the two quasi-particle

space as follows.

G
[II

E-X ij E i * E j " A "
(2.32)

The si2e of the matrix P(X) is 16x16. By employing the following

symmetry of the wave function W of eq. (2.24),

(2.33)
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the size of the matrix is reduced to 10*10. The eigen values A.

for the equation (2.29) are found by solving the algebraic equation,

D(X) = det ! D ( X ) ! = 0 . (2.34)

Calculation of the cofactors of any row of the matrix D(X .) yields

the eigen vector w and therefore W.. from eq. (2.28).

2.3 Elimination of the spurious solutions

In the study of the instability properties, the spurious

solutions associated with the symmetry which is broken in the HFB

ground state are troublesome in numerical calculations. Therefore

these spurious solutions should be eliminated analytically from

the vector space of eq. (2.24). It is a nice feature of the RPA

that the spurious solutions can be removed exactly. Suppose S

to be an hermite operator related to the broken symmetry of the

HFB ground state, the phonon operator for the spurious solution

turns out to be ;S; . Where the symbol ; ; express5»"the procedure

in which one takes the nomal-ordered product and omits the scatter-

ing term a.a. . Hence it is easily seen that the vector.

= (-) <tR3,
(2.35)

is always shown to be an eigen vector of the following eigen

equation.

D(0)S^= 0 . (2.36)

Since the BCS wave function is not an eigen vector for the number

operator N , the first two spurious modes corresponds to the
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rotation of gauge angle. With ST = NT , we obtain the components

of the vector

T,T'p
-2

r<p;>7
XT' (2.37)

and

0 , (2.38)

where <P^> is proportional to the pairing field. If a HFB solu-

tion is deformed, the ground state is not an eigen function of

angular momentum, therefore the three components of the angular

momentum may be the spurious modes. The ground state with the

symmetry axis z is an eigen function for Jz and therefore ;Jz; = 0.

Once the system is cranked (aj f 0) along x axis the wave function

is no longer axially symmetric. So one might regard J as a

candidate of a spurious mode. However, the Harailtonian of the
A.

rotating frame, H-, for which we determine the HFB ground state,

does not commute with J and J . Therefore only ;J; among three

components of angular momentum is the spurious mode. Three spurious

modes N , N and Jx belong to the positive signature state. Hence

D(X) has triple roots at X = 0. From the commutation relations.

and

[Qo, C

tO±l'

[Q±2,

- j {/3(1±1)QO+2Q±2},

-Q 1'

;, JXI - 0,

(2.39a)

(2.39b)

(2.39c)

(2.40)
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and from the expectation values,

<Q+1> = <Q_2> = 0, (2.4X)

we find the eigen vector for the equation (2.36) as follows,

-i (2<qTr2> + /6 <q T r 0> }

/2

and

0 for 1) .

(2.42a)

(2.42b)

We can obtain the adjoint for each vector.

1.0(0) = 0 (v = 1,2,3) . (2.43)

The remaining seven vectors Ay (v » 4"-10) and their adjoint

which are orthogonal to each other, form a transformation,

(2.44)

which converts D(,\) into a matrix having the following form,

(0 0

VD(0)U

0 D(0)(0)

(2.45)

where V is written in terms of Jva and B as well as U in eq.

(2.44). Therefore D(0)(0) = det !D ( 0 >(0)| is zero only if an eigen

value of dynamical solution is zero.

In the case of A ? 0, we expand D(A) of eq. (2.34) in

power series of \ to see the analytic properties in the vicinity

of the origin. At first we have.
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Then we transform D(X) in terms of V and U and we obtain the form,

VDU)U (2.51)

So we can represent,

det |D(\)| = det |VDU)U| , (2.52)

and by making use of the Laplace expansion for the determinant

we obtain det |D(X)| in power series of ,

. - I , idet|BT(X)| = X3 det lAjJdet lDjU + X(Tr[A~

1 - 1 - 1 2 ( 2' 5 3 )

DJ + TrtA^B^^j]) + Az (•••>}.

It is worth-while to note that the sign of det |D 0 | is the most

crucial for discussion of the stability.

3. The HPA equation in the CHFB

Since the Coriolis term in the rotating frame gives rise to

K-mixing in the single particle wave functions, the RPA equation is

also involved in a large size of matrix. In a similar manner

to that employed in the reduction of the eigen value equation for

stability we can transform the equation to a coupled dispersion

equation.

We start with introducing the phonon operator of the RPA,
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which is determined from the linealized equation of motion, namely

°v5v

In this procedure, we omit the exchange term in the commutation

relation as well as in the SCC equation. This is necessary to

make discussion of the RPA consistent with the s^bility condition

of HFB field. In eq. (3.1) coefficients xfV' and Y^V are anti-

symmetric with exchange their subscripts. The normal-ordered

products without the scattering terms are.

( 3- 3 )

Hereafter we omit the superscript v labeling phonon modes.

The expectation values of the commutators for the vacuum state

are given by,

l ] ^ ]
'J L<IV0V.i LTrCG^VG^J.

By using these variables the equation of motion (3.2) can be

reduced to the following eigen value equation,

00 ' ""
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and

(M.H (3.6b)

Regarding Z as a constant we solve the linear equation (3.6)

for X^. and Y.. and insert them into definition of <*> in eq.

(3.5). Then we obtain coupled linear homogeneous equations

for zj1' .

X*

where

G(±)t <t)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Note that L ( + r + ) and L("'"' are hermite and L l +'" ) + = L("'+),

and that the following relations,

(3.9)

hold. By introducing the matrix.

L(J2) =

(0) 1° X*J

I 0

0 I

we can rewrite eq. (3.7) in the form,

MfilZ = 0

In order to have non-trivial solutions (Z f 0),

(3.10)

(3.11)
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L(n) = det |L(fi) ! = 0 (3.12)

Therefore the eigen value equation of large dimension (3.6) is

reduced to an algebraic equation (3.12) for ft. By making use of

the relations in eq. (3.9) we can show L(fi) = L(-ft), which means

L(V.) is even function of a. From this we can always find the solu-

tion with -n as the partner of solution with fi. Af ter finding all roots

we get the vector Z by calculation of the cofactors of I(ny)

and then obtain the amplitudes X•. and y... They are normalized

by the condition <[0, 0 ] > = 1, namely,

Z+N(n)Z - 1, (3.13)

where

X 0 d ~

a n L ( n ) - (3.14)

0 x*

It is easily seen that,

L(0) = D(0), (3.15)

and therefore

L(0)So = 0 _ (3.16)

Since we have three spurious solutions S , L(fi) has at least

triple roots at Q = 0 as well as D(\) and actually six-fold roots

because of the symmetry property of eq. (3.9).

Before closing this section, we show how to obtain the

infinitesimal operators 9 defined by,
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0 can be designed as an hermite operator.

Differentiation of the second term in eq. (2.22) with respect to

S yields,

„ - ~ 3X „ „
<illlHI,F],ev]^>HFB - I ijg^<*l [SV,F] |*> H F B = 0 (3.19)

Recall that F is arbitrary and we obtain ',

,<U)
(3.20)

Multiplying (X , Y ) from the left and then we can show,

<<M [0+, 0̂ 1 I*>HFB - 0 (3.21)

This means that all the RPA modes with non-zero energy oscillate

perpendicular to S and 9 .

4. Numerical calculations and the results

4.1 Solutions of the SCC

The basic properties of the yrast line have been successfully

reproduced in the previous works by requiring the self-consistency

of the HFB field within the configulation space of essentially one

major shell for each kind of particles . Thus in the present

work we adopt the same size of space which is listed in table 1

togather with the spherical single particle energies . The coupling

/ Table 1 /
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158
constants of our separable type of interactions for the Er

nucleus are also given in the table. They are adjusted in order

that the nucleus has the quadrupole deformation about 6.4 barn

and the energy gaps about A = 1.0 MeV in the ground state. Any

other experimental data are not employed in the fitting procedure.

As a result , in our calculation the backbending occurs in a rather

low angular momentum region (I = 7.5^10.5), whereas in experiment

it takes place between 1=12 and 1=16. We pursue the consistency

of the SCC calculation with that of the RPA rather than try to

fit the data. Utilizing the formula derived in the section 2

we perform the SCC calculation in the steepest descent method.

We transform the quasi-particle operator by the unitary transfor-

mation exptC) (see eq. (2.9)), and expand new quasi-particle

operator a in order of C..,

The first order approximation turns out to be.

-C

(4.2)

However this transformation is not unitary. To preserve the unitarity

we made the following approximation.

1 C/2] f 1 -C/2]" 1

] f
'!

-C*/2 1 j ic*/2
J

(4.3)

This transformation is correct up to the second order of C^. and
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does not violate the unitarity. While we need some calculation

to obtain the inverse matrix, we can avoid the error due to

nonunitarity of transformation (4.2) which is accumulated in

the iteration process.

In fig. 1 we show some properties of yrast line obtained from

the present calculation . We observe a reduction of angular

/ Fig. 1 /

frequency as increasing the angular momentum from 1=7.5 (w=0.181

Mev) to 1=10.5 (ui=0.179 Mev) . The moment of inertia which is

defined as J) = <Jx>/a increases continuously up to 1=18 which

is accompanied with a continuous reduction of neutron pair

potential. The maximum value of t} (at 1=18) is about 3.6 times

as large as that of the ground state value J I=Q=22 Mev . The

experimental value at the ground state is J x^=15.6 Mev" . The

proton pair potential is nearly constant within the present angular

momentum region. A rate of variation of the angular momentum

fluctuation and the associated energy increase considerably around

the backbending region. This situation is a characteristic feature

of a description with a single BCS wave function of the motions

in which the quantal effects play a crucial role.

Goodman proposed a formula to estimate approximately the energy

due to the angular momentum fluctuation which is treated in the

angular momentum projection method.

( 4- 4 )

where
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JCHFB

Since AE. are all positive it will be sufficient to investigate

the behavior of AE to see whether E_,,FB(I) gives a good approxima-

tion to E p R 0 J ( I ) . In fig. lc we can see that the approximation

gradually becomes poor as increasing the angular momentum.

Especially in the backbending region the change of AEx becomes

large and EC[JFB(I) is not considered to give a reliable description

in that region.

4.2 Stability conditions

We have obtained the solutions for the coupled dispersion

equation of the stability matrix by solving eq. (2.53) up to

the first order of X apart from the triple roots X due to

spurious solutions. The submatrix D. in eq. (2.51) contains

main informations about the instability of the HFB field.

Since the magnitude of the determinant of this submatrix becomes

very small in the backbending region, one must pay close attension

in calculating eq. (2.53). The calculated results are shown

in fig. 2. The determinant for each state has a positive slope

/ Fig. 2 /

as a function of X. In the low angular momentum region (I = 1^5)

the values of determinants are negative and their slopes are small.

Hence the eigen values talce o n larqe positive values. As the

angular momentum I approaches to the backbending region (I = 6^7)

the lowest eigen value A decreases rapidly and then HFB field loses
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the stability abruptly. This situation may be intimately connected

with the sudden alignment of the angular momentum of intruder

particles in the backbending region, we confirm this point in the

latter half of this section by calculating the overlap of the low-

est RPA mode with the angular momentum operator.

Between 1=7.5 and 1=11.0 the eigen value X becomes negative

and the HFB field turns out to be unstable. As we will discuss

in the next section, this fact does not lead to the straightforward

conclusion that the SCC+RPA method breaks down. We find a

vector along which the energy surface in the manifold constituted

of the BCS wave functions is convex up in the backbending region.

We show in fig. 3a the eigen value fi of the softest mode of

/ Fig. 3 /

RPA. The value is almost 1.5 Mev at 1=1 and it steeply decreases

until angular momentum becomes 1=6. For I > 6 n stays

approximately constant at about 0.6 Mev within the present angular

momentum region and never becomes zero even in the backbending region.

Therefore if we watched only RPA solutions we should have missed

the occurence of the instability. In the previous work, Egido et

al. have obtained similar numerical results to ours for the

8)
behavior of RPA eigen value a • To get a deeper insight into

the situation we show in fig. 4 a dispersion pattern of eq. (3.12)

at 1=7. The lowest solution is found at the right hand side of

/ Fig. 1 /

the lowest pole (the left hand side curve is due to the spurious

solutions). Since the position of the lowest pole stays always
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positive, the frequency of mode can never be zero. These

dispersion pattern does not alter throughout the backbending

region. After the backbending the eigen value of the stability

matrix returns to positive and the HFB field recovers stability

again.

We come to discussion of the softest mode of RPA. Since

the eigen value of this mode is non-zero the mode oscillates

perpendicular to J and 2,. To get detailed informations about

the structure of the mode we calculate the following overlap,

<ipi [L, 0*) | 4> , (4.6)

with

£ = J^ - J£ (L-mode) , (4.7)

where J^ operates on the valence space (intruder orbit) and J
" 4-

on the residual core space and 0 represents the creation operator

for the softest mode of the RPA. The results are shown in fig.

3b. The whole amplitude of L-mode is enhanced in the back-

bending region. Especially the occupation probability of the

positive parity neutron part (i-13/2 ani^ 99/2' °^ t'le L-mode

increases strongly as a component of the softest mode. Therefore

the sudden alignment of the angular momentum of the intruder

particles by the strong Coriolis force leads to the L-mode

vibration of low frequency 2. The I-mode (I = J^ + JCJ is

spurious therefore the overlap is zero. The proton parts do not

play a crucial role within the present angular momentum region.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

The instability of the cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov field

is examined in the irregular rotational band of the backbending

region. In the interval between the points which have a common

tangential line on the curve of energy vs. the variable constrained

(<J > = j ), there is always an unstable region and also a difficul-

ty in solving the HFB equation with linear constraints of fixed

Lagrange multipliers. This pathological feature lying in the

variation with linear constraints is .. lso illustrated by the two

dimensional energy surface. One of the authors (T.H.) tried to

constrain <JX
> and <J X

> separately and obtain an Urea in which

the variation doesnothavea solution . The boundary of the area

correspond to a set of the points which have a common tangential

plane with another point of the surface. This obstacle is

circumvented by the steepest descent method. The energy curve being

convex up is sufficient for the HFB solution to be unstable.

Indeed we confirm the instability by obtaining one negative eigen

value for the second order variation of the energy. However the

direction of the principal axis with the negative curvature may

be almost parallel to the direction of Q,, which is an infinitesimal

operator defined by eq. (3.17). The excitational RPA mode with

non-zero energy is shown t o b e a vibration perpendicular to the

Jx and ©3 and does not deviate from the jx-constrained hypersurface.

In practice the steepest descent method finds successively

a point in the energy surface which is lower in energy than the

previous point and therefore the final state converges to a local

minimum within the hypersurface. As far as the mathematics is con-

cerned, there are seemingly no difficulties in the SCC+RPA procedure.
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The fact that the frequency of the softest RPA

solution staysin positive value even in the unstable region is

a result from the circumstances under which we take an integral

of motion like J as a constrained valuable.

Now let us discuss the reality of the SCC+RPA. In the

statistical ensanble, if the free energv is convex up

the system has different phases coexisting. So in the finite

quantum system the state is better to be descrived by a superposi-

tion of two different configurations. These are states with

large j and with small j , In fact we observe the large

fluctuation <(AJX) > even in the single BCS wave function.

The shape of domain in which the solutions cannot be obtained *'

suggests that the system is soft toward the difference <J
X~

J
X
>-

In this paper we show the softest RPA mode have a large overlap

with this mode in the backbending region.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Yrast state properties obtained from the SCC calculations

158
for the nucleus Er as a function of the angular momentum I:

(a) the yrast state energy and the angular frequency w which

decreases between the region 7.5 < I < 10.5 as increasing I.

(b) The pair potential and the moment of inertia defined as J =

<Jx>/a). (c) Quantum fluctuations i.e. angular momentum fluctuation

<AJ > and fluctuation energy AE = -<iJ >/2 . AE is normalized

to zero at 1=1 where the absolute value is AE =-0.837 (Mev).

Fig. 2- The solutions for stability condition in the vicinity of

the origin. The results are obtained from eq. (2.53) by separating

out the three spurious solutions (see text).

Fig. 3 The properties of the softest RPA mode: (a) The eigen

value S2 as a function of I obtained from eq. (3.12). (b) The

overlap of softest mode with the L-mode defined as eq. (4.2).

Fig. 4 Dispersion pattern of eq. (3.12) as a function of fl at

1=7.0. The position of the lowest three poles (sum of two quasi-

particle energies) are indicated by dash-dotted lines. The softest

mode is found at the right hand side of the lowest pole .

Table captions

Table 1 Single particle states within the model space and their

energies. The coupling constants of pairing and Q.Q interactions

are also indicated.



Table-1

The model

bases

lh9/2

3sl/2

2d3/2

lhll/2

2d5/2

lg7/2

ig9/2

dpp=-°
dpn=-°

dnn=-°

Proton

space and

energies

6

2

2

0

0

-0

-5

257

731

442

963

0

683

044

(in unit of Mev)

.043/b4

.093/b4

.043/b4

the coupling constants

Neutron

bases

2g9/2

3Pl/2

2f5/2

3P3/2

U13/2

lh9/2
2f7/2

l hU/2

gp=-0.215

gn=-0.170

energies

5.891

2.958

1.934

1.479

-0.252

-0.797

-1.592

-6.029

( b ; Oscillator length)
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